TAIWAN
TEA CULTURE

June 24-July 6, 2018 | Taichung, Taiwan
HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE ON TEA MAKING

CAMP ACTIVITY

Tea Serving  Tea Tasting
Trail Hiking   Local Culture  Nature Retreat

APPLICATION DEADLINE
31.MAY.2018

REGISTRATION FEE
REGULAR: USD$ 1000
EARLY BIRD: USD$ 850
PARTNER / EARLY BIRD FEE $ 750
UNTIL 10.APRIL.2018

E-MAIL
DIA@DRAGON.NCHU.EDU.TW

TEL
+886-4-22840206

SIGN UP
DETAIL

Fee Includes: Registration fee, Insurance, Field Trip.
(Exclude Accommodation, Meal, Transportation, Personal Expenses.)
REGISTRATION WEBSITE: https://goo.gl/Gd8ZAD